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Introducing, framing and concluding 

Carl Middleton Ph.D.

What we will discuss

• Framing

• Structure

• Exercise

What do we mean by “Framing” Framing (explaining) a problem

• Many different ways of understanding and explaining 

a problem … leading to different narratives

– Different values, experiences, interests…

• Diversity of framings of                                     

system structure and                                         

function

– Politics of knowledge

– Politics of scale
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Framings and Narratives

Choice of elements

• Scale

• Boundaries

• Key elements and 

relationships

• Dynamics at play

• Outputs

Subjective 

judgments

• Perspectives

• Interests

• Values

• Notions of relevant 

experience

• Goals

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/may/20/will-mega-dams-turn-bhutans-happiness-sour

a

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/may/20/will-mega-dams-turn-bhutans-happiness-sour

SUSTAINABLE HYDROPOWER IS THE MAGIC 

INGREDIENT TO BHUTAM’S HAPPINESS
Hydropower and dams Gross National Happiness go hand-in-hand in 

environment-friendly Bhutan

Structuring your introduction

• Opening paragraph:
– A teaser, a succinct summary, or your key argument

• Rationale 
– Problem or proposition

– Theory & key concepts

– What we know (i.e. mini-literature review)

– Knowledge gap or new hypothesis

• Statement of purpose (This paper will…) 
– Incorporates the research question

• Summary of argument (This paper finds/ 

argues/ concludes…)

• Paper structure 
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Structuring your introduction:

Title

• Title identifies concepts and some details on the 

case study

Structuring your introduction:

Opening “hook” paragraph

• “Bold” first sentence; 

• Highlight the widespread use and importance of “impact assessment”

• Suggest a controversy within it

Structuring your introduction:

Para 2: Problem statement (pt 1)

• Focus on to Thailand, and introduce Health Impact Assessment

• Highlight that Thailand is an interesting case for study

Structuring your introduction:

Para 3: Problem statement (pt2)

• More details on the four types of HIA in Thailand, with an emphasis on 

the two that are the main focus of the paper. 

• Includes details, and also some commentary/ critique
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Structuring your introduction:

Para 4: Conceptual problem

• Introduce concept of politics of knowledge

• Highlight the debate within politics of knowledge of impact assessment

• Identify the conceptual knowledge gap

Structuring your introduction:

Para 5: Purpose of paper and argument

• Explains the purpose of the paper

• Defines the conceptual and case study problem

• Details what the paper “argues”

Next session

• 15 min [Individual work]: 

• Review your introduction from your conference paper. 

• Outline the logic/ flow of the introduction

• Consider how you will restructure your introduction (paragraph by 

paragraph), and write down the new logic/ flow

• Keep in mind your work yesterday on: identifying concept and 

argument; and relating your chapter to the ongoing academic/ policy 

debate

• 45 min [Group work] Summarize your introduction to the group for 

“critical friend” feedback


